The paper studies the output-feedback synchronization problem for a network of identical, linear time-invariant systems. A criterion to test network synchronization is derived and the class of output-feedback synchronizable systems is introduced and characterized by sufficient and necessary conditions. In particular it is observed that output-feedback stabilizability is sufficient but not necessary for output-feedback synchronizability. In the special case of single-input single-output systems, conditions are derived in the frequency domain. The theory is illustrated with several examples.
Introduction
Synchronization has been recently a popular subject in the systems control community. This interest is motivated by the large array of phenomena exhibiting synchronization properties in physics and biology [1] . Moreover, distributed problems arising in engineering applications, are commonly addressed in the context of synchronization theory [2, 3, 4, 5] .
We consider N identical linear time-invariant (LTI) systems P = (A, B, C)
where x i ∈ R n , u i ∈ R m , y i ∈ R q , i = 1, . . . , N , N > 1. The collection of systems (1) is denoted by P N . The systems are coupled according to the following feedback
σ i,j (y j − y i ), i = 1, . . . , N,
2 Preliminaries
Notations
The following notations will be used throughout the paper. We denote the open right (left) half complex plane by C >0 (C <0 ), and the closed right (left) half complex plane by C ≥0 (C ≤0 ). We denote by 1 n the column vector in C n containing 1 in each entry. Given a complex matrix M ∈ C n×m , M T denotes its transpose and M * its conjugate transpose. Given a square matrix M ∈ C n×n , σ{M } denotes its spectrum (defined as the multiset of the eigenvalues of M ). The matrix M is called Hurwitz if σ{M } ⊆ C <0 . We write M > 0 (M ≥ 0) to indicate that M is positive-definite (positive-semidefinite). The identity matrix in C n×n is denoted by I n .
Graph theory
A directed graph G consists of the triple (V, E, Σ), where V = {1, 2, . . . , N } is the set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges and Σ ∈ R N ×N is a weighted adjacency matrix. Each element σ i,j
(an element of Σ) is nonzero if and only if (i, j) ∈ E. When (i, j) ∈ E, node j is called a neighbor of node i. We assume that there are no self-loops and therefore σ i,i = 0 for i = 1 . . . N . Unless differently stated, we allow for negative weights σ i,j . The set of graphs with the properties above is denoted by G N . Two subsets of G N are given special notations: G N + is the subset of graphs with non-negative weights (σ i,j ≥ 0); while G N u is the subset of graphs characterized by symmetric matrices Σ. Given a graph G ∈ G N + , a path between two nodes n 1 , n l is a sequence of nodes {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n l } such that n i , n i+1 is an edge for i = 1, . . . l − 1. A node n b is called reachable from a node n a if there exists a path between n a and n b . A node is globally reachable if it is reachable from every other node. Given a graph G ∈ G N , we define the interconnection matrix L G as the N × N matrix with elements
The matrix L G always contains 0 and 1 N as an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair (since L G has zero row sum). L G has special properties when the graph G belongs to G N + or G N u . For graphs in G N u , L G is a symmetric matrix and has therefore real eigenvalues. For graphs in G N + , the associated interconnection matrix L G is called Laplacian matrix, and it is the generalization of the standard Laplacian matrix defined for undirected graphs (see e.g., [15] and references therein). All the eigenvalues of a Laplacian matrix have non-negative real part and the (always present) zero eigenvalue has multiplicity one if and only if the graph contains a globally reachable node [16] . Let Q N be a matrix belonging to R (N −1)×N and satisfying the following properties
where Π N := I N − 1 N 1 N 1 T N is the projector onto the subspace orthogonal to span(1 N ). Given a graph G, the reduced interconnection matrix is defined bỹ
where Q N ∈ R (N −1)×N and satisfies the properties (4). The spectrum ofL G is the spectrum of L G with one instance of the zero eigenvalue removed, i.e. σ{L G } = σ{L G } \ {0} [17] . Therefore, when G ∈ G N + contains a globally reachable node, σ{L G } ⊂ C >0 . These properties are invariant to the choice of Q N [17] .
Synchronization criterion and synchronizability
We represent the network coupling structure with a directed graph. For this purpose we introduce N nodes labeled consecutively from 1 to N . Each node represents a system in the network. If a coefficient σ i,j = 0 then the edge connecting node i to node j is not present. If σ i,j = 0 the relative edge exists and its weight is determined by the (possibly negative) coefficient σ i,j . We call the resulting graph G the communication topology. A collection of systems (1) together with a feedback matrix K ∈ R m×q and a communication topology G form a network that will be denoted by N := (P N , K, G). The next definition formalizes the notion of network synchronization.
for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N and for all initial conditions. Network synchronization depends on the structural properties of the system P, on the graph G and on the choice of the matrix K ∈ R m×q . In this paper we investigate the structural properties of P such that (P N , K, G) synchronizes for some K and G.
Definition 2 (Synchronizability). A collection of systems P N is output-feedback synchronizable (OFS) if there exist a matrix K ∈ R m×q and a graph G ∈ G N such that the network (P N , K, G) synchronizes.
We will make use of the following notion of synchronization region.
Definition 3. Given a system P = (A, B, C) and a matrix K ∈ R m×q , the synchronization region S P (K) is the subset of the complex plane defined by
The term synchronization region is justified by the synchronization criterion presented below.
Proof. Define x = [x T 1 , . . . , x T N ] T and rewrite (1), (2) in compact form aṡ
Let X := {x ∈ R nN (Π N ⊗ I n ) x = 0} be the synchronization subspace and
its orthogonal complement, called the transversal subspace. The network synchronizes if and only if, for any initial conditions, the projection of the state onto the transversal subspace converges to zero asymptotically.
Let Q N be a (N − 1) × N real matrix satisfying (4) and define the new set of coordinates
is a partial isometry. In fact, it is an isometry on the orthogonal complement of its kernel (the transversal subspace), as (Q N ⊗I n )x = x when x ∈ X ⊥ . This implies that synchronization is equivalent to asymptotic stability of the origin ofẋ
By using the Jordan decomposition, we can write P −1L G P = Λ, where P ∈ C n×n is an invertible matrix and Λ is an upper-triangular matrix with the same eigenvalues ofL G as its diagonal components. By using the properties of the Kronecker product and the Jordan decomposition ofL G we obtain
Notice that the matrix (I N −1 ⊗ A − Λ ⊗ BKC) is complex and block upper-triangular with one diagonal block A − λ i BKC for each (possibly complex) eigenvalue
is Hurwitz if and only if all diagonal blocks A − λ i BKC are Hurwitz. This is equivalent to the condition σ{L G } ⊆ S P (K).
Some comments on the synchronization region S P (K) are now in place. It is clear from (6) that the synchronization region depends only on system P and the matrix gain K. Therefore it does not depend from the interconnection topology. The synchronization region is an open set and, since the eigenvalues of A − sBKC and A − s * BKC are complex conjugated, it is symmetric with respect to the real axis.
According to Theorem 1, once the gain K has been fixed, the synchronization region defines the subset of the complex plane where the eigenvalues of the interconnection matrix must be located in order for the network to synchronize. The synchronization region, therefore, provides information about the interconnection topologies required to achieve synchronization. For ex- 
The synchronization region associated to the gain K = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 1 (shaded region). According to Proposition 1 in [15] , the spectrum of any N -dimensional Laplacian matrix is contained in the set
In the case of N = 3 this set corresponds to the dashed region in Fig. 1 . Since σ{L G } is disjoint from S P (1), any network (P 3 , 1, G) does not achieve synchronization whenever the graph G ∈ G 3 + . Moreover, since the system is SISO, the same conclusion holds for any choice of the control gain. However, as we will show later (see Lemma 1), the collection of systems is output-feedback synchronizable and, therefore, there exist a gain K and a graph G ∈ G 3 such that the resulting network synchronizes.
According to Theorem 1, the existence of a non-empty synchronization region is a necessary condition for output-feedback synchronizability. The next result further characterizes the relationship between output-feedback synchronizability and the properties of the systems composing the network. It is shown that i) stabilizability and detectability of P are necessary conditions for output-feedback synchronizability of P N for any N ; ii) the synchronization region (and therefore output-feedback synchronizability) depends only on the controllable and observable subsystem of P.
Theorem 2. LetP be the controllable and observable subsystem of P. The synchronization region
otherwise.
Proof. By expressing P = (A, B, C) in the canonical Kalman form, the matrix A − sBKC can be written as  
The next result is a first characterization of output-feedback synchronizability. Lemma 1. Given a LTI system P, the following facts hold true i) If N is even, P N is OFS if and only if (S P (K) ∩ R) = ∅ for some K.
ii) If N is odd, P N is OFS if and only if S P (K) = ∅ for some K.
Proof. i): (Sufficiency) By assumption there exists a matrix
. . , p} ⊆ S P (K) and therefore P N is OFS.
(Necessity) Since P N is OFS, there exist K and G ∈ G N such that (P N , K, G) synchronizes and, by Theorem 1, σ{L G } ⊆ S P (K). Since N is an even natural number, the reduced interconnection matrixL G has at least one eigenvalue on the real axis. Since σ{L G } ⊆ S P (K) we conclude that
ii): (Sufficiency) Let p ∈ S P (K). By symmetry of S P (K) with respect to the real axis, p * ∈ S P (K). In order to show that the network is OFS, it is sufficient to show that there exists a graph G ∈ G N , N odd, associated with an interconnection matrix L G with spectrum
where P is any invertible real matrix for which 1 N is the first column. Since L1 N = 0, by using (3), we can choose the adjacency matrix coefficients as σ i,j = −l i,j , for any i = j, and σ i,i = 0 for any i. This defines a graph G and the interconnection matrix L = L G . We conclude that, by construction,
} ⊆ S P (K) and therefore P N is OFS.
(Necessity) Follows the same lines of the proof of i) (necessity).
Lemma 1 can be used to relate output-feedback synchronizability of P N to the structural properties of P. In the next result we show that, in the case of even collections, output-feedback synchronizability of P N is equivalent to output-feedback stabilizability 2 of P. We remark here that finding a characterization of output-feedback stabilizability is an open problem [18] .
Theorem 3.
If N is even, P N is OFS if and only if the system P is output-feedback stabilizable.
Proof. (Sufficiency) Output-feedback stabilizability of P guarantees the existence of real matrix K such that A − BKC is Hurwitz. Hence, {1} ⊂ S P (K) and, by Lemma 1, P N is OFS.
(Necessity) Since N is even and P N is OFS, by Lemma 1, there exists K such that (S P (K) ∩ R) = ∅. Therefore, there exists a real number p such that A − pBKC is Hurwitz. We conclude that P is output-feedback stabilizable with feedback matrix pK.
Notice that in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3 we do not use the assumption that N is even, therefore, if P is output-feedback stabilizable, P N is output-feedback synchronizable for all N . The converse also holds as a special case of Theorem 3. This observation is summarized in the following Proposition. Proposition 1. P N is OFS for all N if and only if P is output-feedback stabilizable.
It turns out, as illustrated in the following example, that output-feedback stabilizability is not necessary to achieve synchronization if N is odd. The characteristic polynomial of A − BKC is χ A−BKC (λ) = λ 4 + (6K − 8)λ 3 + (6K − 9)λ 2 + (6K − 11)λ − 1. By the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, A − BKC is non Hurwitz regardless of the choice of K ∈ R and therefore P is not output-feedback stabilizable. By Theorem 3, P N is not OFS if N is even. However, setting K = 1 results in a non-empty synchronization region S P (1) (see Fig. 2 ). From Lemma 1 we conclude that P N is OFS if N is odd. As an example, we can fix N = 3, K = 1 and the graph G shown in Fig. 2 . The spectrum of the reduced interconnection matrix associated to the graph G is σ{L G } = { 3 ± i √ 3 /2} ⊂ S P (1) and, from Theorem 1, we conclude that the network N = (P 3 , 1, G) synchronizes.
The main theorem in [19] provides a sufficient and necessary condition for output-feedback stabilizability of P. In the next Theorem we generalize those conditions to obtain a sufficient and necessary condition for output-feedback synchronizability of P N , when N is odd. We first present a lemma required in the proof. Lemma 2. Let A, H ∈ C n×n where H is positive-semidefinite and Ker H does not contain any eigenvector of A corresponding to an eigenvalue in C ≥0 . The matrix A is Hurwitz if and only if there exists positive-semidefinite P ∈ C n×n such that A * P + P A = −H. If A and H are real matrices, then P can be chosen to be real. Integrating both sides from zero to infinity yields −H = A * P + P A.
Proof. (Necessity) Let
(Sufficiency) We proceed by contradiction. Assume that A is not Hurwitz, then there exists eigenvalue λ ∈ C ≥0 and eigenvector v such that Av = λv. Hence, v * Hv = −v * (A * P + P A)v = −2Re (λ) v * P v ≤ 0. Positive-semidefiniteness of H implies that v * Hv = 0. Define φ(t) = (v + tHv) * H(v + tHv) for t ∈ R and notice that φ(0) = 0. By positive-semidefiniteness of H, φ(t) ≥ 0. Therefore, the derivative φ (0) = 2(Hv) * (Hv) = 0. We conclude that v ∈ Ker H, which contradicts the hypothesis. iii) There exist real matrix K, complex number s, and Hermitian positive-semidefinite P such that (A − sBKC)
Proof. (Sufficiency) Choose K, P , and s such that (7) is satisfied. Define H := C T C +C T K T KC and rewrite (7) as (A − sBKC)
Since (A, C) is detectable and detectability is unaffected by output-feedback, the kernel of H does not contain any eigenvector associated to an eigenvalue with nonnegative real part of A − sBKC. Therefore A − sBKC and H satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2. Since P in (8) is positive-semidefinite, by Lemma 2, the matrix A − sBKC is Hurwitz. By Lemma 1 we conclude that the collection is OFS.
(Necessity) Since the collection is OFS, Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of K such that S P (K) = ∅. By Theorem 2, P is stabilizable and detectable. It remains to prove iii). Choose s ∈ C such that A − sBKC is Hurwitz. Define the positive-semidefinite and Hermitian matrix H = C T C + C T K T KC. Then, from a standard Lyapunov argument, there exists a Hermitian positive-semidefinite P such that (A − sBKC) * P + P (A − sBKC) + H = 0.
Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 provide a complete characterization of output-feedback synchronizability for even and odd collections respectively. We end this section with a final remark. Remark 1. In the case of state feedback, i.e. when C = I n , output-feedback synchronizability does not depend on the number of systems in the collection and it is equivalent to stabilizability. This follows from the following simple argument. Stabilizability of P implies the existence of state feedback K such that A − BK is Hurwitz. Therefore, from Proposition 1, P N is OFS for all N . Stabilizability is also necessary by Theorem 2.
SISO Systems
In this section we particularize our results to networks of SISO systems. Given a SISO system P = (A, b, c), its transfer function is H(s) = c(sI − A) −1 b. In assuming that there is no throughput we have made the restriction to strictly proper transfer functions (the relative degree of H is at least one).
The Nyquist contour γ : [−∞, ∞] → C is the oriented curve defined by γ(ω) = H(iω) 3 . The winding number 4 of γ around a point s ∈ C is denoted Ind γ (s). As routinely done in frequency domain analysis, if s i = iω i are poles of H(s) on the imaginary axis we define
and Ind γ (s) := lim
Definition 4. Given a system P with transfer function H(s) and Nyquist contour γ, the stable Nyquist region is
where p + denotes the number of poles of H(s) in C >0 .
Notice that A − skbc is Hurwitz if and only if all the poles of T = 1/(1 + skH) are in C <0 which, by the Nyquist criterion, is equivalent to the condition −1/sk ∈ N P . This observation establishes a bijection between S P (k) and N P .
Lemma 3. Let P be a minimal SISO system. For every k = 0,
In view of Lemma 3, Theorem 1 specializes to the following SISO counterpart, which was proven in [20] using a different argument. It is worth noticing that previous lemma and theorem directly yield the SISO counterpart of Lemma 1: a collection of SISO systems P N is output-feedback synchronizable if and only if (N P ∩R) = ∅ when N is even (or N P = ∅ when N is odd). Notice that, even in the special case of SISO systems, output-feedback synchronizability is weaker than output-feedback stabilizability, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3. Let P be a minimal realization of the transfer function
.
The Nyquist contour and stable region N P are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Since N P is non-empty, any odd collection of P is OFS. But N P does not intersect the real axis, so P is not output-feedback stabilizable.
As a side remark, the system P does not satisfies the parity-interlacing property 5 . So, while the parity-interlacing property is necessary for output-feedback stabilizability [18, 21] , this example shows that it is not necessary for output-feedback synchronizability. This is not surprising since, as we have already shown, output-feedback synchronizability is a weaker condition than output-feedback stabilizability.
The system in Example 3 has order three. For first and second order SISO systems, outputfeedback stabilizability is equivalent to output-feedback synchronizability.
Proposition 2. Let P be a minimal realization of a strictly proper, second order transfer function H(s). If the stable Nyquist region N P is non-empty, then (N P ∩ R) = ∅.
Proof. Let H(s) = N (s)/D(s). Since N P = ∅, there exists a + ib ∈ N P such that P (s) = D(s) + (a + ib)N (s) is Hurwitz. Since H(s) is a second order transfer function, P has degree 2 and can be written as
where z 1 = a 1 + ib 1 and z 2 = a 2 + ib 2 . We therefore obtain
Since P is Hurwitz, a 1 > 0 and a 2 > 0. The following case-by-case analysis shows that D(s) + kN (s) is Hurwitz for some k ∈ R. By continuity, there exists k ∈ R \ {0} such that D(s) + kN (s) is Hurwitz, or equivalently −1/k ∈ N P . We conclude that N P ∩ R = ∅.
Second order systems and examples
In this section we apply our results to networks of double integrators and harmonic oscillators. Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, P N is OFS for all N . The Nyquist plot and the synchronization region are shown in Fig. 4 (left) . The existence of a vertical asymptote in the synchronization region (Fig. 4, right) implies that, given any graph G ∈ G N + containing a globally reachable node, there exists a controller k such that the network (P N , k, G) synchronizes.
By Theorem 5, a network (P N , k, G) synchronizes if and only if −1/(kλ) ∈ N P for every λ ∈ σ{L G }. From the Nyquist criterion and simple algebraic manipulations we obtain that the network synchronizes if and only if
for every λ ∈ σ{L G }.
Example 5 (Harmonic oscillators).
Consider the class of harmonic oscillators described by
The case d ≤ 0 can be derived similarly and lead to symmetric results. The transfer function is H(s) = (ds + c) / s 2 + 1 . The system is output feedback stabilizable if and only if d = 0. The harmonic oscillator exhibits two qualitatively different Nyquist plots depending on whether c ≥ 0 or c < 0. The latter corresponds to (12) being non-minimum-phase. In the case c ≥ 0 and d > 0, N P contains zero as a limit point (Fig. 5, left) . The corresponding synchronization region is illustrated in Fig. 5 (right) . Similar to the double integrator, S P (1) has a vertical asymptote. Thus, given any connected G ∈ G N + , the network (P N , k, G) synchronizes for sufficiently large k. From the Nyquist criterion and simple algebraic manipulations we obtain that, if c = 0, the network synchronizes if and only if (Fig. 6, left) . Therefore, the synchronization region is a bounded subset of C as shown in Fig. 6 (right). Any collection P N is OFS but the network (P N , k, G) only synchronizes under weak-coupling conditions (the eigenvalues ofL G have all a small real part and k is sufficiently small). The synchronization condition turns out to be equivalent to (13) . Since c < 0, condition (13) implies that, in order for the network to synchronize, the eigenvalues of the reduced interconnection matrix must satisfy the necessary condition 
Conclusions
We addressed the problem of output-feedback synchronization for a network of LTI systems. We derived a synchronization criterion based on the notion of synchronization region and we introduced and studied the notion of output-feedback synchronizability. In particular we have shown that a collection of output-feedback stabilizable systems is output-feedback synchronizable but output-feedback stabilizability is, in general, not necessary for output-feedback synchronizability. When the network is composed by SISO systems, it is shown that synchronizability is characterized by the Nyquist plot of the isolated units.
In this paper we did not address the synchronization design problem, i.e., the problem of determining K and G to guarantee network synchronization. This problem remains an important direction for future work.
